ABSTRACT: Process migration is the act of transferring an active process between two machines Today in the real world while process is under execution it may happens so that the process gets stacked in between. If this happens for more than one process then there should be some mechanism that helps process to precede further .Here comes the IDEA of LOAD BALANCING using PROCESS MIGRATION and restoring the process from the point it left off on the selected destination node. Several implementations have been built for different operating systems. With increasing deployment of distributed systems in general, process migration is again receiving more attention in both research and product development. We use process migration to control over the load sharing, availability of long process, utilizing some special resources.
I. INTRODUCTION.
It may happens so that the process gets Today in the real while process is under execution stacked in between.
 If this happens for more than one process then there should be some mechanism that helps process to proceed further.  Here comes the IDEA of LOAD BALANCING using PROCESS MIGRATION.
MIGRATION TERMINOLOGY:
Process migration is the act of transferring process between two machines in which one is source and other is destination during its execution. Some architecture also defines a host or home node, which is the node where the process logically runs. Transferred state includes the process's address space, execution point, communication state and other operating system dependent state. Task migration represents transferring a task between two machines during execution of its threads. Remote invocation is the creation of a process on remote node. Remote invocation is usually a less "expensive" operation than process migration. Passive data represents traditional means of transferring data between computers; it has been employed ever since the first two computers were connected. Active data can be further classified into mobile code, process migration and mobile agents. These three classes represent incremental evolution of state transfer.
Mobile code, such as Java applets, transfers only code between nodes.
II. ALGORITHM

A. EAGER COPY
The eager (all) strategy copies all of the address space at the migration time. Initial costs may be in the range of minutes. Checkpoint/restart implementations typically use this strategy, such as Condor or LSF. eager (dirty) strategy can be deployed if there is remote paging support. This is a variant of the eager(all) strategy that transfers only modified (dirty) pages. Unmodified pages are paged in on request from a backing store. Eager (dirty) significantly reduces the initial transfer costs when a process has a large address space. Systems supporting eager (dirty) strategy include MOSIX.
B. copy of reference
The COR strategy has the lowest initial costs, ranging from a few tens to a few hundred microseconds. However, it increases the run-time costs, and it also requires substantial changes to the underlying operating system and to the paging support. It is www.knowledgecuddle.com strategy is a network version of demand paging: pages are transferred only upon reference. While dirty pages are brought from the source node, clean pages can be brought either from the source node or from the backing store.
C. Flushing
The flushing strategy consists of flushing dirty pages to disk and then accessing them on demand from disk instead of from memory on the source node as in copy on-reference [Douglas and Ousterhout [3] ]. The flushing strategy is like the eager (dirty) transfer strategy from the perspective of the source, and like copy on-reference from the target's viewpoint. It leaves dependencies on the server, but not on the source node.
D. Pre Copy
The pre copy strategy reduces the "freeze" time of the process, the time that process is neither executed on the source nor on the destination node. While the process is executed on the source node, the address space is being transferred to the remote node until the number of dirty pages is smaller than a fixed limit. Pages dirtied during pre copy have to be copied a second time.
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III. Process migration enables
 Dynamic load distribution, by migrating processes  From overloaded nodes to less loaded ones,  Fault resilience, by migrating processes from nodes  That may have experienced a partial failure,  Improved system administration, by migrating  Processes from the nodes that are about to be shut down or otherwise made unavailable, and  Data access locality, by migrating processes closer to the source of some data.
IV. FUTURE
The goals of process migration are closely tied with the type of applications that use migration, as described in next section. The goals of process migration include:
www.knowledgecuddle.com Accessing more processing power is a goal of migration when it is used for load distribution. Migration is particularly important in the receiver-initiated distributed scheduling algorithms, where a lightly loaded node announces its availability and initiates process migration from an overloaded node.
Exploitation of resource locality is a goal of migration in cases when it is more efficient to access resources locally than remotely. Moving a process to another end of a communication channel transforms remote communication to local and thereby significantly improves performance. It is also possible that the resource is not remotely accessible.
Resource sharing is enabled by migration to a specific node with a special hardware device, large amounts of free memory, or some other unique resource. e.g. NOW for utilizing memory of remote node.
Fault resilience is improved by migration from a partially failed node, or in the case of long-running applications when failures of different kinds (network, devices) are probable [Chu et al., 1980] . In this context, migration can be used in combination with check pointing, such as in Condor.
System admonition is simplified if long-running computations can be temporarily transferred to other machines. For example, an application could migrate from a node that will be shutdown, and then migrate back after the node is brought back up. Another example is the repartitioning of large machines.
V. CONCLUSION
So, by transferring any process from one host or home node to another node we can use resources, memory and give CPU time equally. So we use process migration to control over the load sharing, availability of long process, utilizing some special resources.
